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Everedge (Pty) Limited is a privately owned and independently operated
c o m p a n y, w e u n d e r t a k e i n t h e
manufacture, supply, sourcing and
procurement of High Pressure
Laminates (HPL), Continuous
Pressure Laminates (CPL),
Mouldings, school furniture, office
furniture, chairs to mention a but few
of all the products associated to our
industry. We procure and supply
internationally.
Our business has developed into various specialty markets and we get
commissioned by industry as the preferred supplier due to our range of
products and service we offer. We pride ourselves on knowledge as well as the
requirements of industry, not limited to the standard market commodities.
we are proud to have the necessary experience and expertise to manufacture
and supply product according to our clients’ needs and specifications. We strive
to deliver on our commitments, we pride ourselves on the fact that we can and
will deliver a product of the highest quality and standards into the market.

Everedge (Pty) Limited endeavours to find a
solution the fit all our customers needs. Our
collective experience within the company
extends to over 25 years of metal fabrication
and cabinetry design, we have improved our
technology, improving our knowledge base into
production of products for all types of industry
including banking, insurance, call centre and
automotive showrooms etc. We believe in being
hands on and being involved in the production
and manufacturing of our client’s products. We
have a compliment of dedicated staff that prove
their commitment time and time again to ensure
the best quality and service.
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Everedge (Pty) Limited has a long term goal is to
enrich all of our employees in the factory, enabling
them to learn various functions and
ultimately developing new
skills within our
manufacturing concern, all
employees the opportunity
to operate at various
departments on the floor,
therefore building up their
knowledge base.
We believe in installing
good values and work ethics

Our Services and Solutions include
Cut And Edge
Lite Building And Construction
Retail Environment Signage
Branding
Rigging And Transportation
Powder Coating
General Manufacturing
Installations
Partitioning and Maintenance
Drawings / Designs
3D Technical Designs
Autocad 2D Drawings
Cnc
Programming
Site Survey’s
Floor Layouts
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Our Smart Edging Solution
We supply a variety of furniture manufacturers using our innovative edging system
The Edging moulds onto flat board via an automated inline process. We can edge
16mm, 22mm, 28mm and 32mm thick board. It is easily applied to chipboard, MDF,
veneer and High-pressure laminate (Formica). During this process a quality plastic
based compound is bonded to the board, resulting in a highly durable wear and
impact resistant edge this process uses no glue but fuses with the properties of the
board. This make the edge a integral part of the board as the plastic is inert there is
practically no expansion or contraction .The join line between the edge and the
board is so fine that the edge is water resistant and contamination resistant making
it a perfect product for such as Medical, labs and hospitality furniture
We manufacture to our clients specifications rectangular, curved, round or shaped,
Our standard colours used for production range from black, graphite, white, brown,
cherry maple, oak and silver. Using plastic we can make thousands of colour
matches such as blue formica, green formica or red formica

Personalised edge on all

Curved branded edge

Kiosk
Compact lockable mobile kiosk Solution

Kiosks can provide customers with
detailed information about the products
and services offered by the any company.
Easily accessed by consumers on an asneeded basis, our experience is that
consumers find it convenient to visit a
kiosk for inquiries such as product pricing,
availability, and marketing comparisons.
Kiosks help save time and allow
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